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I.-CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.'

weakness, no evil, and nothing undcsir·
The whole Christian scheme, with
Its Fall, Its Redemption, its complete sur~ender! is rewrscd in spirit since these
1mp_ly unperfections, and since all imperfectiOns ::ue delusions which we should
scorn.
From this point of view Christian science
is al_togcthe~ unchristian both in theory
and 111 practiCe. .\nd yet there is a reason
why tin: Christian scientists should call
themseh·es Christi,ms. Christ, accordina
to the ~ ew Testament, went about doing
good, which consisted mainly in healing
the sick, and he is said to have performed
the cures by mental and not by physical
methods. The Christian scientist merely
claims that he is doing what Christ's disciples could and can do, according to the
~Iastl'r's word, even though they otherwise
tgnon: the .lllaster. !\!ental cures represent a fa,ourite form which superstition
has taken in all ages-in our age as in
those preceding it-and the stimulus to
such practi<:e has been the universal belief
that short cuts to health are not tmpos~ible, an assertion made every day by
mnumerable p:ltent-medicine ,·endors.
~atural_ly the medicine man's theory will
dtiTer wtth the t1111es. Thus, in the Middle
Ages saints and devils would have been
the supposed healers, while in more rece nt
times the healing would have been performed through Jesus or Mary, his
mother, or by professing a strong fai th in
some supernatural power or powers. With
the spirit of the times, this has changed.
' Mrs. Eddy, the founder of Christian Science
authority throughout.
' Men are simply told that they can shake

one time the popular and pious mind
.
from science as being essentially
pwus_; but gradually it has accusItsdf to the term, until it finds
• ·ouml!! strange in coupling the two words
".and "science," and speaks of
sc1ence. The Christian scientist
that he alone is scientific and that
ence is based on.:xperience: It is true
the term "science" has here suffered
sea change through being patronised by a
sect; for Christian science knows
of deliberate and exhaustive
methods, and yet there is this
that the supernatural, as hitherto
nP''""""' has vanished, and that the
is to experience.
is last fact is interesting as marking
extent to which science has
even the uncultured. What
have been attempted by faith, by
or by muttering formulas, is boldly
-. ~h ....._..' 1 to:day without any of these.
st1an sctcnce, while not without its
eliminates him by denying that any·
else but God exists. Matter and
delusions, and only God is. Conpn,, o .n>T .. all profession of weakness or
which is the very core of
Christianity-think only of the
-. nrlm~' "' of total depravity-is discarded.
are well, ":e are. strong, we are good,
~11 thatts desirable, since God only
whom there is no illness, no
T

~ble.
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off all imperfections, and that salvation is
to be obtained only from within oneself.
Here we have stoicism of a consequent
type and freed from materialism.
Seeing that all evil is delusion, one
might have expected that Christian science
would be chiefly busy with denying all
reality to moral weakness, or that it would
be thorough, and deny all ignorance, all
falsehood, all ugliness, and all pain.
Instead of that, it has chosen the easier
and more popular course of almost exclusively laying stress on the cure of disease.
A religion of health, abstractly considered, seems an anomaly, if not an
absurdity, for we picture the normal,
typical man as healthy, at least under
ordinary circumstances. A diseased mankind appears very unattractive, and scarcely
in accord with the buoyancy and progressiveness of nature. Casual indisposition
we may naturally expect; but illness so
prevalent that it should give rise to a religion is indeed startling, especially in an
age like ours, which is said to be enlightened
and superior. Yet the very fact that a
religion of health has millions of followers
suggests that health scarcely exists in the
average man, and that nearly everybody
is ailing. Nor is the suggestion without
Not only do men
a basis of truth.
suffer from constitutional weaknesses or
from illnesses due to bad economic conditions, which is natural, but intemperance
in drink, in food, in dress, in idleness, in
sex relations, draw a vast number of our
fellows to the doctor, the patent-medicine
vendor, or the Christian scientist. Farsightedness and self-control scarcely exist
in any stratum of society, and the social
conditions are deplorable, with the result
that the earth resembles a large hospital,
instead of being filled with men and
women overflowing with robust health.
Christian science takes the bull by the
horns. It laughs at hygiene, at doctors,
at bei ng thoughtful, at being clean, or at
preventing illness. It simply asserts that
bodily illness is a delusion, since all illness
is mental, and that, therefore, we need not
trouble about drains or diet, but only be
quite clear that we are a prey to delusions

when we believe that we are ill. Only
God exists, and how absurd to speak o
God being ill.
The Christian scientist asserts that by
fixing the mind on health, disease will
vanish, and he holds that not only may it
do so, but that it does do so. Now, wise
men will hardly deny that much may be
said in favour of the healing method of
Christian science. Ordinary life is s
redolent with instances where our belie[
affect our physical health that it is bu
a corollary that experts will be able t<
heal much illness by turning the attentio
towards health. One need only watcl
how people show all the symptoms of sea·
sickness before even they are on board
or how, being busy, men ignore shar
pains, to deduce from it that it is difficul
to tell the limits of mind-healing. Th
strong man is a natural mind-healer, an
the Christian scientist merely wishes t
bring this boon of mind-healing to all.
Yet the Christian scientist goes too far.
His theory is too general and too sweep
ing. After all, it is a question whether i
is not less troublesome to button up th
overcoat as we leave the theatre thai
to sit afterwards half-a-dozen times for a1
hour or so denying that colds belong tc
the realm of reality, or to have the drain'
seen to instead of spending twelve month
battling against delusions. Furthermore
there is a limit to one's power of assertin
one's self, and that limit is soon reached.
Infinitely better is it to insist on simplicit
and regularity of diet, on general temperance and thoughtfulness, than to ignore
these in favour of the Christian scienc
method. For if the body be a delusion
why eat, breathe, sense, move, or walk.
Why not remain in the mental real m
altogether? Manifestly, the theory prove ~
too much, and has in it great danger
leading as it must to general neglect, an
thus to insanity and death. That is t<
say, if Christian science were followed
without any regard to hygiene, we shoul
have more illness and more misery tha
we have at present. In this way Christia
science, like all extreme reforms, would
intensify the evil it purposed to cure.
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A cheerful view of things can be culti-~ science, with its short-sighted, rigid
vated; but it is obvious that this also is scheme, is likely to produce disastrous
true of a gloomy view of things. From results in morals.
the theoretical point of view we may as I Christian scienceiswhollyindividualistic.
well assert, as pessimists do, that good- It does not study nature, nor society, nor
ness, truth, pleasure, and health are delu- the State. It leaves economic systems
sions, and that their opposites are realities; where they are, and the political constituand the Christian scientist might thus tion or situation is something it does not
prove that only the I >evil exists, and, concern itself with. Hence it is contherefore, only evil. On reflection, one servative and anti-social, and must be
can see that the Christian scientist goes fatal in its general consequences, as distoo far, as popular teachers usually do, tracting men's attention from dealing with
and that he is partly impelled to go so far in the conditions surrounding them. i\ pure
order to appeal strongly to the popular Theism, such as Christian science offers, is
imagination.
anti-human, anti-moral, and self-contraThe wise man, as we have seen, will dictory. If only God exists, and delusion
·uppress all suppressible illness, accept- be a fact, who but God is deluded?
ng, when necessary, the help of experts;
ut his main object will be to preserve
Jealth by guarding himself against illness.
ll. - TIIE IIIGHER THOUGHT.
'revention, and not cure, must be our
A
~tO\'E~!E~T
resembling that of Christian
~atchwonl; and, if we are to have a religion
Jf health, we shall do well to emphasise science is the one which goes by the name
o the utmost the necessity of a far-reach- of the Higher Thought :\Iovement, except
ng system of mental, moral, and physical that here there is no closely-connected
1ygiene.
Christian science, like all system, and that the emphasis rests on
Janaceas, tacitly encourages neglect by morality, or rather on a Stoic attitude.
Theology is generally absent in this moveJresuming to cure the results of neglect.
On the moral side, Christian science is ment, or, where it is introduced, is no
nsatisfactory both in theory and in better than an adornment, and this is so
ractice. To assert that evil is a delusion in the nature of the case, for self-improves to question the existence of good ; for, ment, falling back on oneself, is the
if God only exists and he is good, why principle of the Higher Thought. Here,
need we trouble about goodness? Why then, we again observe how the theistic
help some one else if he can help himself tide is ebbing away, for the :Movement is,
and if he needs no help? Why rise in no doubt, due to persons desiring a submoral stature if we are good? Why stitute for the time-honoured Christian
And here, also, we see the
trouble about morality at all? \\'by theism.
not be quietistic, and take the world tendency to ask of the self what one had
previously asked of supernatural powers, and
!\S it is, and say that all's well with the
to
replace prostration by self-assertion.
world?
Here, as with disease, and probably The change in fundamental thought is, in
more so, Christian science is right in this case, at its minimum. Natural relaemphasising that much depends on our tions, social and economic relations, and all
attitude. If we firmly fix our minds on the other forces which determine conduct,
the good, the evil will disappear-at least, are still left out of sight, simply because
it will do so if the inner and outer con- they had been left out of sight before.
ditions are p.1ssingly satisfactory; for if There is here a rebound from slavery
they are not, and if we wholly rely on towards licence, from dependence towards
this fixing process, we shall intensify the pride. The relation was at one time
evil. Morality, besides, is no mere ques- regarded as being between the self and its
tion of attitude, and hence Christian maker; now all the relations are between
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the different parts of the self, and the
maker has no place of honour, because
the modern drift is towards naturalism.
Instead of the old exaggerated pessimism
about human nature, which asserted that
there is no strength and no goodness in
us, we have the new exaggerated optimism
that joy and strength will be ours if we but
care to cultivate them.
The Higher Thought resembles the
old doctrines in another way, for in both
systems men seek strength and happiness
rather than goodness, and this will also
be evident when we notice that both
doctrines are individualistic, even to the
extent of concerning themselves almost
exclusively with the individual's welfare.
Life is hard, and the Higher Thought
wishes to make it easy. Hence it cultivates
cheerfulness, a disregard of difficulties, a
general optimistic view, and a training
which consists in systematically excluding
thoughts of evil or ill and systematically
contemplating physical or other good.
There is here not only a considerable gain
to humanity in people being happier, but
their being happier and stronger tends to
make their fellows happier and stronger.
Cheerfulness and a capacity to deal coolly
with difficulties are sometimes states
cultivated because they are desirable in
themselves ; but, from another point of
view, they are important social virtues, and
may be cultivated for that reason. Such
an attitude is generally an enemy of luxury,
tyranny, idleness, and the like, though not
really inconsistent with them.
This Stoicism, so far as it is Stoicism, is
in many respects beneficial, minimising
the results of necessary evils and discouraging brooding and nervousness.
These are not unimportant matters. With
large numbers of men and women petty
details absorb the attention as well as the
interest. They shrink from small difficulties, till they have manufactured for themThey look at
selves a hell on earth.
events from a near and narrow point of
view, and are constantly irritated by what
would leave them indifferent if they were
cooler and less reckless in their judgments.
And assuredly, too, this pettiness over-

flows the self, and others have to suffer i
consequence. By discouraging, therefore,
this spirit we encourage a healthy social
atmosphere.
For that reason, a true
ethics must have these elements prominently emphasised, for they represent,
to a large extent, the ethics of the indi
vidual-i.e., what the individual can do.
In this respect, the Higher Thought
favours a line of conduct which is frequently overlooked outside that move
ment. Feeling, as men do, the great
influence of the environment, they tend to
forget the individual and his responsibilities. Accordingly, purely social' im
provements prove often barren, and ca
never be wholly successful. \\'e must no
only study and elevate society;
w
must study and elevate ourselves. Ou
attitude makes a crucial difference to ever)
social change. It is a congenial task tc
quarrel with one's surroundings, and it i
delightful to improve others; but that lead~
nowhere, unless we are also ready to
examine ourselves and to change in those
respects in which we are deficient. To be
effective, we must improve our em·iron
ment and ourselves, and not omit either o
these lines of action.
The Hip; her Thought goes to an extreme,
since it deals essentially with an attitude
or mood, and nothing else. It is not even,
speaking generally, ethical in its express
tendency. Tacitly it assumes that men
wish to be happy, and not that they wish
to be p;ood, and consequently there is a
danger of forgetting the charities of life.
Then, too-and this is an inherent defect
in individualistic Stoicism-the belief in
self suggests that others can and should 1
take care of themselves, and that, therefore, we need not trouble about others.
Both directly and indirectly, then, the
Higher Thought tends to make its disciples
non-moral. However, its chief and radical
defect is its neglect of social conditions.
I In this respect it is quietistic, and suggests
that suffering should not perturb us. If
we are poor, if we are ill-treated, if we are
suffering, it does not inspire us to battle
with the causes and remove them; but,
1 ignoring social possibilities, it merely tells
1
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s that a brave man or woman can very Such a discipline must be the result of a
veil bear poverty, ill-treatment, and very careful study of the whole moral
uffering. This policy defeats itself, since problem in all its chief bearings, and this
H encourages a state of society where has not as yet been done. The books
Joverty, ill-treatment, and suffering become written by Higher Thought believers only
nbearable. Social conditions cannot be skim the surface of things, however inter·
ignored with safety, and in any attempt to esting and shrewd they may otherwise be.
do so our smiles become grins and our For the Movement to be stable and
heroism turns into heroics. Again, being universal, it must have clear views as to the
,individualistic, the tendency of the Higher supernatural ; it must cease to be merely
Thought is to be sentimental and short- individualistic and only concerned with
sighted, thus leading to a callous and an the individual ; and its disciplines must
idle optimism. The true ethical method be much more thorough than they are at
will ignore neither the individual nor the present. Such a ch:mge seems scarcely
social factor, and it will study these so as possible. It is more probable that a
to encourage both morality and individual philosophically broad-based and wellorganised movement such as the Ethical
appiness.
The discipline in the Higher Thought :\lovcment should expand its activities by
aturally appeals to the many because making systematic individual perfection a
hey can all practise it to some extent. plank in its platform. It would then urge
f his is a decided advantage over social not only definite social reform, but defmite
eform movements, for here the average individual reform, in the place of a general
·Jerson is ever at a Jo,s as to what he pcr- preachinf( of virtue.
The Higher Thought has, therefore, a
·onallycan do. I Ie has, pP.rhaps, no special
,L.iliti Ps to do public work, and he may contribution to make to ethical theory and
1ave little or no time to assist, and conse- practice, and that is that not only must
luently he feels almost a hypocrite in we demand definite social reforms, but we
professing allegiance to such a movement ; must also insist on extensive and definite
but when individual perfection is demanded changes in the individ ual.
no one can say that he Jacks time or
opportunities. The Ethical Move111ent
must, therefore, ask of its supporters not
111.-SPIRTTIS~I.
to neglect social reform, but also to be
\\'E
have
seen
how, through the pervasive
anxious for self-improvement.
Still, the Higher Thought does not influence of modern thought, Christian
preach virtue or happiness in the austract. science identifies God with man, and how,
I t asks its followers to cultivate certain owing to the same circumstance, the
Stoic virtues whose importance is un- Higher Thought also either ignores superdeniable. In that it has a decided advan- natural powers or else takes little note of
tage over popular moralists who vaguely them. Spiritism in a manner illustrates
speak of perfection and ask too much this same fact. Startling as it may appear,
from the listener. A right ethics will also the belief in spirits is generally disconbe concrete in that it will urge certain nected from a belief in a deity, and that
courses of discipline rather than only in such a way that disembodied human
exhort men to virtue as such. Here, how- spirits take the place of the deity. Here,
ever, lies also the defect of the Higher also, there is no conscious atheism, but an
Thought Movement. Having no single unc.onscious neglect of the old thought as
leader, no single doctrine, nor being being strange to the modern world.
Spiritism also resembles the two other
strenuously scientific, its courses of discipline have not that breadth and depth disciplines mentioned, in that it is anthrothat would effectually meet the difficulties pocentric. Its interest is in man; its hope
which the individual has to encounter. is in man; and it expects salvation on! y
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through man. It, too, rejects the pessimistic view, which asserts that human
nature is corrupt, and that man cannot
help himself. Only it extends the term
"man" to men regarded as dead and disembodied spirits. Its hope lies in another
world, and help, too, i't seeks from beyond
the border.
Spiritism removes the
emphasis from this world to a supposed
next world, where all those who have ever
died on this planet are said to be still
existing.
Moreover, spiritism also, like Christian
Science, the Higher Thought, and Christianity, is, in its essence, individualistic
and non-moral. The supreme quest of its
devotees is not how to become perfect,
but how to be happy and free from care.
They wish to be secure against death ;
they desire to continue keeping in touch
with those dear to them who have died;
and they seek help from the spirit-world
in all their troubles. Morality is not
ignored, but it occupies a subordinate
place .
This follows partly from the
individualism referred to above, for such
individualists do not band together to
achieve some general good; they do not
even think of that; they are merely
absorbed in their own woes and joys, and
expect others to be equally absorbed and
to appeal to spirits when in difficulties.
Morality becomes thus sentimental, since
it has no scope. The idea of perfection
becomes personal, and leaves out of account
social perfection.
I ndeed, that could
not be otherwise. If this world is merely
an inn in which we stay for a single day,
we can obviously spare little time and
energy for it, since eternity claims our
attention. If we wished to beautify the
world, if we desired to press wide social
reforms, if we essayed to deliver mankind
from the bondage of ignorance, this would
argue an intense and organic interest in
this world which would exclude a lively
interest in any other. We should wish to
continue to live here on earth so as to
continue to be useful. The poet would
desire to publish more poetry ; the artist
to paint more pictures; the scientist to
extend the realm of knowledge; and the

statesman to introduce more social reforms
Everyone would wish to extend his perio
of human service indefinitely. There
would be no consolation in being told that
we shall see those who have gone before
us, and that individual progn:ss would be
certain. Like Whittier's Brother of Mercy,
we should loathe the thought of a personal
immortality which assumes a deadening o
all passive and active interest in the
fortunes of this world.
This sudden disruption of contact with
our fellows here on earth might be conceivably tolerable if, as spirits, we could
continue working for the good of mankind.
And this is indeed the contention.
Spiritists consult the spirits, and the spirits
appear to them. Plato, Christ, Shakespeare, and other distinguished immortal
are said to come and put their wisdom a
our disposal. The dead are regarded as
having an interest in human affairs and tOI
be active in promoting earthly good. Yet
the evidence for this is preposterous\
inarlequate, for one of the stock ohjec-~
tions against spiritism is the inanitr
of the spirit messages, however high
the supposed authority for the utterance
may be. People object to twaddle, even
though it come from departed spirits;
and :\1r. Bradley has urged, I do not.
know whether seriously, that the evidence
distinctly proves that there is marked
intellectual deterioration with those who
have left this sphere. The proofs are
hopelessly inadequate for the continued
working of great or, let us say, intelligent spirits.
Even the most famous
mediums have such indirect and longdrawn-out ways of communicating anything at all that it seems audacious to
Homer is
speak of continued interest.
silent, Shakespeare writes no more plays,
Shelley has ceased to produce poetry, and
Raphael paints no more pictures; and yet
who could imagine these and innumerable
others to continue to exist without sending
us their treasures? With death, then, all
activity ceases, or we must either adopt
Mr. Bradley's theory, and reason that with
the change of death comes a vanishing of
genius, or that the interest of these spirits
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·cases to be human and possibly becomes
tlti-human. Moreover, what strange, unlatural positions would these spirit~
Jccupy who arc with us, uut not of
s, and who are, in so many essentials,
:hanged.
We must, then, conclude that with death
ames a sudden and fatal ch:mge of
nterest-a change at which every lover of
he race must shudder. To be, under
·uch circumstances, is worse than not to
>e. To offer us perfection outside society
·s to mock us with hideous masks. To
tssure us that death does not end all is to
rive us to despair. At least, this is true
f social beings with whom interest in self
s not the Alpha and Omega of life ; and
his suggests that spiritism takes its rise
n individualistic cravings, and is a suittble religion for those who are eager for
heir own sakes only, since no lover of
umanity could find satisfaction in the
·ind of immortality offered by spiritism.
Furthermore, such an individualistic,
on-moral religion must seriously affect
an's relation to his fellows. If a non·
ocial state is desirable; if we can be happy
without social service and without taking an
ctive interest in those we serve now; if
we can be reconciled to cease to write
poetry, or paint pictures, then why trouble
If for an
about these things now?
eternity we shall ignore our pursuits, why
continue them at all ? If all things will be
righted and well in another world, why
trouble much about reform, or contemplate
with satisfaction the historic evoluti:m of
man ? In short, human interest is an
organic whole, and excludes entirely the
spiritistic view, for that view leads to painful contradictions which compel us to
decide once for all whether we shall serve
humanity or not. From the point of view
of many spiritists, of those who are really
its logical disciples, an answer is forth·
coming, and it is this-that the earthly
abode is transitory, and should not absorb
our whole interest.
Here we have a fundamental contradiction between which men may choose and
will choose. According to the scientific
contention, life is one and organic, and
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morality forms a part of this life; and, if
this is su, spiritism, if proved, would be an
unimportant fact which we should ue
bound to ignore to the last moment, as if
we were convinced that we would cease
to be rational and moral at a certain
moment of our existence.
As a consequence, too, we should, while in this world,
ignore those who ha\·e become spirits.
In the nature of the case, spiritism has
no clear mural theory, since its concern is
with the individual as such, and only this
as regards his well-ueing. The other world
being non-social and utterly different from
this, and that world being the world which
the spiritist is interested in, it follows that
morality scarcely exists for him. Under
these circumstances, we think no longer of
improving society and respecting posterity,
and we refer the individual who is in need
of assistance to the spirits. Individual
perfection means, then, individualistic perfection ; and that, we have seen, is not only
not moral, but contradictory and impossible. Spiritism, therefore, as a moral
theory can oniy be defended while we are
content not to be too curious about
the social implications of perfection or
morality.
If the other world of spiritism resemble
this one, we might think of leaving, bowever regretfully, one country for a fardistant one, and in that case our morality
would remain intact ; but the world of
spiritism is radically different. There we
have no sensations, no movements, no
eating, no pain, no labour, no physical environment, and, if we are exact, no thought
or memory. Morality is out of the question
in such a world, and such a world can only
console us while we think of it as resembling ours. Once mental confusion ceases
we shall see that that world is not only
non-moral, but that it can yield no satisfaction of any kind to any man. Spiritism
tells us that we shall continue to exist in
some form or another, which form can be
no more like ours than is the dead body like
the living body. The proofs it offers are
messages from the dead; but, as these
messages are most ambiguous and involve fundamental contradictions, nothing
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remains for us but to find non-spiritistic
explanations of the alleged phenomena.
Spiritism, therefore, is irreconcilable
with a scientific morality. It ignores
society; it de·polarises moral relations; it
centres interest on an unintelligible world;
it puts the self into the focus of attention ;
and it misses the fact that life is an organic
whole and that morality is one of its

essential parts. Its insistence on continual
progress is a relieving feature; but then
its interpretation of progress makes even
this good doub;fuL Spiritism, therefore,
with its unavoidable encouragement o
deception and fraud, and with its emphasis
on another world, can scarcely be said to
offer a serious contribution to morality.
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